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What is this brochure  
and what is its purpose?
The document you are reading right now is an invitation to co-create 
the future of Rybnik – its socio-economic transformation and energy 
transition, as well as the pursuit of climate neutrality. The brochure is 
a visual summary of knowledge and recommendations from the first 
phase of the “Rybnik 360” project. Above all, it outlines the journey 
on which the partners of this project (eit-Climate kic, mcm Institute, 
Swarmcheck and spin-us), together with the City of Rybnik, would now 
like to invite the local community.

who is this document  
intended for?
The brochure is addressed to everyone who cares about the prosper-
ity of Rybnik and who wants to be familiar with the affairs of the city 
and the forthcoming business opportunities. Particularly welcome are 
entrepreneurs, representatives of public institutions, and people work-
ing for non-governmental organisations who, in the era of coal mining 
cessation, would like to direct Rybnik, through innovative undertakings, 
toward green energy, higher quality of life, economic optimisation and 
a safe future.

what will you find  
in each chapter?
After the introductory presentation on the sources of the knowledge 
base in the “Rybnik 360” project, you will learn about the vision of Ryb-
nik transformation in ten years’ time (pp. 4–6). Then, you can analyze 
the challenges that the city is going to face on the way to achieving this 
vision (pp. 7–13) and the interventions that would allow it to respond 
to many of these difficulties (pp. 14–20). A call for specific innovation 
projects within this general intervention framework and their funding 
streams are planned to be launched as early as this year 2021. If you 
are interested in taking the pioneering road to Rybnik 2030, you will 
find contact details on page 21 of this brochure.
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workshops and 
group discussions, 
including 28 with 
employees of the 
rybnik city hall

93
spheres of innovation, 
identified together with 
rybnik citizens

13
discussions held on 
the swarmcheck 
widget on the rybnik 
360 project website

2800
arguments for and 
against various solu-
tions for Rybnik on 
argumentation maps in 
the swarmcheck app

6
spin-us 
expert reports

*
dozens of suggestions 
and best practices 
from the eit-climate 
kic partners all 
around europe

mcm institute 
interviews with resi-
dents of rybnik and 
its surroundings

180 46

specialist actions

grassroots actions followed by expert analysis

Rybnik 2030 →
How were the vision  
developed, the challenges  
identified and the  
interventions proposed?

where do the knowledge 
and recommendations de-
scribed in this document 
come from?
The “Rybnik 360” project has carried out the 
so-called “deep listening” whose aim is reach-
ing out to representatives of every major so-
cial group of the city. Thus, the interviews 
and workshops were conducted with, among 
others, the youth, the elderly, businesspeople, 
people from the civic sector, mine workers, and 
civil servants. This constitutes the grassroots 
pillar of knowledge presented in this brochure: 
the knowledge of communal experiences.

how has the knowledge 
been processed?
The information from the “deep listening” has 
been analysed using methods specific to social 
sciences and foresight studies. The arguments 
were extracted from the research material and 
combined into logical sequences on argumen-
tation maps. Together with the pre-existing 
expert reports and consultations with partner 
organisations of eit-Climate kic, the above ac-
tivities have built the expert pillar of knowledge 
presented in this brochure.
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Rybnik Vision 2030 →
Introduction: General Outline 
and Definition of Concepts

what is a vision?
A vision of city development outlines desirable 
states and processes. It is not a utopia: we can 
imagine its realisation. It serves as a motiva-
tion for local stakeholders, showing the future 
to which we would like to contribute. A vision is 
internally synergistic, i.e. it consists of mutually 
supportive components.

how to understand  
the phenomena and trends?
The phenomena and trends are here under-
stood as all factors shaping the functioning 
of the city now and in the foreseeable future. 
They may come from the heart of the city or 
a seemingly remote international context, be 
more or less dependent on local actors, and 
support the implementation of the vision to 
a greater or lesser extent. Consequently, it 
becomes a great challenge to fill the creative 
gaps referred to in the visualisation alongside. 
A detailed presentation of the phenomena and 
trends shaping the functioning of Rybnik can 
be found two pages further on.

what is already happening, 
and is favourable to us?

what is on course to improve?

what is already happening and is not 
favourable to us?

what is currently turning for the worse?

phenomena and trends 
contributing to the 

realisation of the vision

creative gap:
potential

internal 
elements

extern
al elem

en
ts

ex
te

rn
al

 e
le

m
en

ts

what should we do?
how should we react?

what is worth investing in?

creative gap:
risks

phenomena and trends 
hindering the realisation 

of the vision
rybnik

vision 2030

what kind of city do we 
want in 10 years' time?

Even favourable circumstances are incenti-
ves to take action because they are not 

bound to lead us to our goal by their very 
own means. Sometimes it is necessary to 
take advantage of them in time, and most 

often the situation requires them to be mu-
tually harmonised.

In the face of adversity, it is essential to 
decide which di�culties to combat or miti-
gate, and which to try to avoid or wait out 

because they are beyond our control. It 
can also happen sometimes that we turn 

adversity into an opportunity.
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Rybnik Vision 2030 →
Socio-Economic Transformation 
and Energy Transition

strong economic centre

diversified economic 
structure

attractive investment offer

well-developed sector of 
innovative entrepreneurship 

and modern services

competitive energy, 
machinery, and 

construction sectors

numerous jobs fostering 
development

training the local workfor-
ce in modern, relevant skills 
and creating jobs attractive 

for personnel who have 
already acquired such skills

smart city – 
innovations for 
quality of life 
improvements

actively and con-
sistently pursued 

municipal policy of 
development

city strengthened by 
the energy tran-

sition, not weakened 
by it

social integration – 
the commonality of 

objectives of various 
groups

social and cross-sectoral 
dialogue

openness to new 
inhabitants, including 

foreigners

residents’ sense of 
belonging to a larger 

community

grassroots initiatives, 
agency, participation

cooperative actions of 
the authorities and the 
community against pro-

blems, e.g. low air quality

safety

various and comple-
mentary public servi-
ces (also in districts)

variety of social and 
cultural services intended 

for senior citizens and 
families with children and 

based on high-quality 
infrastructure

range of year-round 
leisure activities organi-
sed in accordance with 

sustainable use of natural 
resources

decent and accessi-
ble public infra-

structure

infrastructure 
and transportation 

integration

growth of the housing 
market and availability 

of apartments

a new life of 
post-mining areas

clean air

rybnik
vision 2030

external elements of the vision: the future image of rybnik and its interaction with its surroundings

internal elements of the vision: the future ecosystem of the city

a city attracting 
young people and 

making them 
settle

a characteristic, 
pleasantly surpri-
sing city improving 

its image

a city aiming at 
climate neutrality

a central city of 
the subregion (its 

leader) stimulating 
the development of 

the larger area

a pioneering city blazing a trail in energy 
transition for the whole silesia voivode-
ship, as well as for other cities in poland 

and central and eastern europe

a central city 
regarding public 
transport, and 

market and public 
services

a bicycle-friendly 
city

an attractive city 
of a right size — 

not too small, 
not too large 

either

your place in  
the vision of the city
This page presents in detail the elements that 
were only signalled on the previous page as an 
orange square in the middle of the drawing. 
They are a synthesis of visions coming from var-
ious stakeholders taking part in research within 
the “Rybnik 360” project, and which have been 
confronted with the challenges of the transfor-
mation period. Find in the illustration the vision 
components corresponding with the mission of 
your organisation (institution, company).

your place in the journey 
towards the realisation of 
the vision
When you have finished browsing the brochure, 
come back to this page and compare it with the 
visualisation of the interventions’ results on 
pages 16 and 18-20. The comparison will more 
clearly demonstrate how the vision can be real-
ised and what your place is in the concrete ac-
tions towards implementing it. Perhaps it is your 
social, business or technological innovation that 
will give wing to those on the track for Rybnik 
2030, while at the same time benefiting your or-
ganisation (revenue, stakeholders’ satisfaction, 
mission achievement)?
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Rybnik Vision 2030 →
Mosaic of Circumstances,  
Incentives to Action

a call for decisions
The elongated orange rectangle on the graphic 
alongside again reflects the vision of Rybnik’s 
development. It is “rolled up” to make room for 
displaying phenomena and trends that stimu-
late or hinder the realisation of the vision. Each 
of them constitutes a call for conscious deci-
sions at the local level, according to the con-
cept of a creative gap (see p. 4).

a need for  
interconnectedness
On this page, phenomena and trends are simply 
organized in bulleted lists. Many of them (spe-
cifically those that pose the key challenges for 
Rybnik) are presented on the next pages in a 
more meaningful, interconnected way. It is worth 
noting that these phenomena and trends belong 
to distinct areas (economic, legal, mental, social, 
ecological), and yet the following pages will show 
how deeply these areas are interconnected in the 
life of the city.

phenomena and trends contributing 
to the realisation of the vision

eu transition policies and funds: the european 
green deal, the just transition fund

development of renewable energy technologies and 
new business models in power engineering industry

social pressure and the ngos’ and authorities’ 
engagement in air quality improvement 

(including subsidies for furnace replacement 
and thermo-modernization)

decrease in revenue from traditional sectors

the planned closure of rybnik mines as the last 
ones in the country (if the remaining time is used 

for planning and cushioning the transition)

influx of foreigners

expansion of the road infrastructure and 
subsequent new investment possibilities

economic zone development

planned improvement of knowledge 
management in the rybnik city hall

work of local non-governmental
 organisations

increasingly better use of 
recreation and tourism potential

it sector growth

planned reform of districts councils

components of silesian identity that are
 alternative to the attachment to mining

phenomena and trends hindering 
the realisation of the vision

defects and inconsistencies 
in visions for the post-mining city

air pollution and consequent 
negative image of the city

low quality of of many spaces, 
shortage of investment areas

unfavourable demographic trends 
(migration of the youth and young adults, 
employees’ return to previous places of residence)

deteriorating financial conditions 
of local governments functioning

low futures literacy level

the planned closure of rybnik mines 
as the last ones in the country (if the 
remaining time is wasted in insistent 
maintenance of status quo)

barriers between the local government and state-
-owned companies and the government regarding 
the future of mining and the development of post-
-mining areas

rather low and inconsistent community 
involvement, lack of sense of belonging to 
a larger community among some inhabitants

region-specific attachment to coal

myths surrounding smog and climate 
change, and the ensuing unhelpful 
approach of a part of local community

atrophy of academic role of the city, 
low r&d potential

lower professional activity
 of women in coal miners’ families

expansion of mining subindustries and 
the takeover of qualified personnel

considerable infrastructure 
needs (and costs) in the districts

faster development of neighbouring municipalities

rybnik
vision 2030



Challenges Facing Rybnik what is a key challenge?
The section of the brochure that you are about to see illustrates the key chal-
lenges facing Rybnik on its way to achieving its vision of transformational de-
velopment. Previously, you could read about the phenomena and trends that 
bring the vision closer to or further away from realisation. Those that have 
been recognized by the partners of the “Rybnik 360” project and the city au-
thorities as requiring action and possible to be addressed by the local com-
munity (at least to some extent), are here called ‘challenges’. The fact that a 
challenge is key indicates its connection with many other urban system’s 
elements, as discussed below.

system map and leverage points
Swarmcheck, one of the “Rybnik 360” project partners, has carried out the so-
called system mapping, i.e. — in this case — a comprehensive presentation 
of all types of relations (financial, physical, legal, mental) between institutions, 
companies and social groups in Rybnik and its surroundings. Some points on 
this map consisting of hundreds of elements, were particularly densely and 
strongly connected with others. The power and density of these links clearly 
indicate that any change within such a point will cause further changes else-
where in the system as well. If these relations are problematic (i.e. they cause 
damage, loss, or harm, or create a barrier blocking possible benefits), this point 
is likely to be a leverage point. A system leverage is an action that – although 
narrowly designed – can help the whole city by precisely targeting a densely 
interconnected point.

wow to read the graphics in this  
section of the brochure?
Visualisations in the following section are extracts from the map of Rybnik 
municipal system. The boxes and figures represent entities and phenomena, 
and the arrows indicate the relationships between them. Each graphic has 
guidelines on their left side. For most of them you will also find a key explain-
ing the meaning of the colours, dotted lines, or other visual means. You do not 
have to read everything in detail if the problem does not concern your organi-
zation’s activity. Do not worry if you do not understand something instantly – 
the graphics are based on relatively detailed analytical works, to become famil-
iar with at your own pace. Follow the arrows!
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Mines in the Systemic  
Context → Space and Energy 

development 
of renewable energy 

sector
low emission

smog

energy poverty

high emission from 
point sources

district heating
network

urban green spaces

fuel, including 
coal allowances

chwałowice chp station

"rybnik" power station 
(pge energia ciepła s.a., 

rybnik division)

tourism and recreation 
in rybnik

quality of life
in rybnik

reindustrialisation

investment areas 
offered by the city

building a post-industrial 
economy based on servi-

ces and advanced techno-
logies

spoil tips

post-mining areas

niedobczyce, chwałowice, radziejów, 
popielów, meksyk, boguszowice 
stare, zebrzydowice, niewiadom

districts most affected by 
mining damages

chwałęcice, stodoły, grabownia, 
zebrzydowice, golejów, ochojec, 

wielopole, kamień, niewiadom

districts off the gas grid

subsidence, 
fragmentation, 
ruderalisation

even more
 in the future

ry
bn

ik
 m

in
es

dusting

impossibility or 
prohibitive costs 
of readaptation

mining damages

revitalisation, repair work

revitalisation

revitalisation

closure of coal-fired units by 2030 and gas-fired units by 2042

replacement 
of coal-fired 

boilers

mutual supply (coal, 
electricity, heat) 
with chwałowice 

coal mine

cause-effect, 
producing, belonging
present

future

promoting, 
support, help
present

future

conflict, obstacle, 
hindrance

present

future

interconnectedness, 
cooperation

present phenomena

present phenomena with 
possible future intensification

a post-mining void?
First, let us look at the core of the need for an 
energy transition: coal mining. On this and the 
following two pages you can find the relation-
ships in which the mines in Rybnik function and 
the phenomena caused by them - sometimes 
non-obvious and seemingly distant. This helps us 
to imagine the potential void left after the closure 
of the mines. However, we can also see ecological 
relief and economic opportunity.

space and energy
The graphic on the right depicts the immediate 
outcomes of the mining, i.e. the energy sup-
ply as well as the acquisition and devastation 
of land. It is worth noting the (still dominant) 
role of coal fuel in Rybnik, its relation to the 
smog generation, and the challenge of bringing 
post-mining areas back to life.
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the closure of mines and  
the future of jobs
The graphic on the right presents chains of eco-
nomic dependencies relating to Rybnik mines 
and their place in the labour market. These are 
no longer static relations: today there is a whole 
set of phenomena that reduce the profitability of 
national mines, and the legal environment and 
business incentives are increasingly influenced 
by international efforts to reduce co2 emissions. 
We can also see what role the renewable energy 
sector can play in the future and how this com-
bination of events would affect jobs (again, the 
risk of a “void” after the closure of the mines), 
the subregion reindustrialisation and/or the shift 
towards the economy based on services and 
modern technologies.

Mines in the Systemic  
Context → Economy  
and Labour Market

"rybnik" power station 
(pge energia ciepła s.a., 

rybnik division)

training for mining-re-
lated professions in 
secondary schools

training for jobs in 
renewable energy sector 

in secondary schools

post-mining areas

outflow of young 
people from rybnik

foreigners

potential investors

specialists and owners 
of dynamically growing 

companies

development of the 
renewable energy sector

investment areas offered 
by the city

paruszowiec-piaski, niewiadom, 
boguszowice osiedle

districts with high unemploy-
ment and poverty rates

reindustralization: non-
-mining industries, inclu-

ding green industries

building post-industrial 
economy based on servi-
ces and advanced tech-

nologies

tourism and recreation 
in rybnik

unprofitability (or 
decreasing profitability) 

of polish mines

exploitation of incre-
asingly deeper deposits

energy efficiency impro-
vement and reducing 

energy intensity of gdp

overstaffing

changes in the energy 
sector: new business 
models, prosumerism, 

reduction of renewable 
energy and storage costs, 
increase in emission prices

job creationclosure of mining 
subindustries

a government 
programme 

"my electricity"

"poland's energy policy" 
by 2030 and 2040

revitalisation

revitalisation

support

at
tr
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ti

n
g
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te

n
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o
r 

im
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o
vi

n
g 
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n
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 2
03

0 
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d 
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s 
by

 2
04

2

lack of the city's control (the majori-
ty are property of the state treasury)

landslides, spoil tips, impossibility or 
prohibitive costs of readaptation

cause-effect, 
producing, belonging
present

future

promoting, 
support, help
present

future

conflict, obstacle, 
hindrance

present

future

interconnectedness, 
cooperation

present phenomena

present phenomena with 
possible future intensification

ry
bn

ik
 m

in
es

even more in the future

competition

good financial 
performance of 

row mines as 
compared to 

other regions 
of poland

general trend 
of mining 
phase-out
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smog

"poland's energy policy" 
by 2030 and 2040

political statements about 
polish mining industry not 

being at risk

eu energy policy 
and zero-carbon 
emissions pursuit

mining ethos and 
traditions

silesian identity

development of 
renewable energy sector

high social status and heroism 
of the profession ("we supply 

poland"/"we have fed poland")

placing blame

career inheritance: safety but 
also lack of choice

miners' attitudes 
towards the past

mine as a family

desire to maintain 
work conditions

young miners' pragmatism: 
focus on earnings

miners' attitudes 
towards the present

fear of repeating unsuccessful, pseudo-
-transformation scenarios from 

other cities and regions, low 
awareness of success cases

sense of helplessness: passively 
waiting for mines' closure

acceptance of gradual 
phase-out of mining, coming 

to terms with reality

miners' attitudes 
towards the future

the silesian uprising

non-mining industry

industrial landscape

silesian identity elements that are 
alternative to the attachment to mining

heimat/territory

strong family

silesian language

religion

ethnicity

silesian nationality, 
rediscovered after 

the 2011 census

low emission
being used to low coal 

prices, coal allowances

some district and (post-)mining 
communities not willing to 

participate in affairs concer-
ning the city as a whole

districts with mining infra-
structure and administration at 

present or in the past

cultural and sport 
activities related to 

mining community

schools and cultural 
institutions pride in the hard work

co
n

tr
ad

ic
ti

o
n

organize districts' 
lives (less than 

in the past)

used to take 
care of greenery, 
culture, health 

centers, vacation

cause-effect, 
producing, belonging

promoting, 
support, help

conflict, obstacle, 
hindrance

interconnectedness, 
cooperation

present phenomena

present phenomena with 
possible future intensification

ry
bn

ik
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Mines in the Systemic  
Context → Identity  
and Culture

values and pride
Mines  are not only “coal factories”  but also 
an ethos, culture and identity. Therefore, it is 
worth understanding what “void” can arise in 
human minds and social relations as a result 
of the loss of old values. That is why a great 
deal of attention was paid to the feelings and 
attitudes of miners. The potential “bereave-
ment” of subsequent districts is also signalled. 
Knowing this aspect of Rybnik’s urban and 
social system, it is possible to try to ask the 
community about the need for reconstructing 
the identity of Rybnik resident, drawing on the 
pillars of Silesian identity unrelated to mining, 
providing other jobs that one can be proud of, 
and taking care of the cultural life.
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Smog → Air Quality  
Improvement as  
a Leverage Point

“the parent of all problems”
“The parent of all problems” is a phrase one can 
sometimes come across in the Rybnik City Hall 
when discussing the city’s air pollution. Graph-
ic on this page proves that there is, indeed, no 
important aspect of residents’ lives unaffected 
by it. It is because air is the foundation of life – 
it is everywhere and everyone needs it. This 
makes the struggle for clean air a system lever-
age point that can enhance the quality of life, 
strengthen the business environment, tourism 
in the city, and its demographic profile.

how to read this graphic?
Words from left to right form sentences, e.g. 

“Smog pollutes the districts”. The content on the 
right side results from the one on the left and 
in the middle. It is possible to put “Smog” again 
as a subject and read, for example, “Smog hin-
ders the development of tourism and recreation 
in Rybnik”. It is worth noting the bracket which 
brings together statements of the first order. 
Then we take one negative effect of smog (or all 
of them) from the left side of the bracket and 
connect with clauses from the right side. For 
example, “Smog discourages people from trav-
elling on foot, so it hinders the development of 
tourism ...”. etc. in different configurations.

sm
og

shame

asthma cancer

chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease

premature deaths

health concerstiredness

anger

potential students 
and employees

potential investors

potential residents

travelling on foot

the development of 
tourism and recrea-

tion in rybnik

regular use of air

quality of life
in rybnik

some current residents 
(leaving the city for 

winter time)

using green areas in 
winter time

drying laundry outsideventilating apartments

in śródmieście 
(the central district) in chwałowice

in niewiadom

in paruszowiec-piaskiin boguszowice osiedle

in niedobczyce

outdoor activities

districts

the community

significantly reduces

detersand 
therefore

hinders

discourages people from

causes

hampers

impedes the quality of life

pollutes

arouses

negative emotions

diseases

in districts with particularly poor air quality

helplessness
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rybnik inhabitants' readiness for socio-economic transformation and energy transition

political statements 
about polish mining 

industry not being at risk

outflow of young 
people from rybnik

"poland's energy policy" 
by 2030 and 2040

poor sense of agency 
and low level of 

social trust

openness of the rybnik city 
hall to finding an appropri-

ate form of cooperation 
with enterpreneurs

participatory bud-
geting and public 

consultations

inaccessibility and 
inefficiency of 

districts' councils

just transition 
fund

platform for coal 
regions in transition

the local 
government

the polish 
government

mines, their 
workers, 

labour 
unions

the european 
union

urgent need for a coherent 
transformation strategy and clear 

strategic messages

credits and grants

contradiction

wasting time on "tug-of-war"

co
m

m
un

icatio
n

co
m

m
un

icatio
n

uncooperative attitudes: ignoring even such 
initiatives which do not require effort from the 
Rybnik City Hall, matters brought to a halt 
between the first line and the targeted o�cial

problems with knowledge management: com-
munication silos, duplication of work, poor prepa-
ration for system-wide tasks

unprofitability of polish mines and changes in 
the energy sector: new business models, prosu-
merism, reduction of renewable energy costs, 
increase in co2 emission prices

uncooperative 
attitudes: ignoring 
and bringing initia-

tives to a halt

1
problems with 

knowledge manage-
ment in the rybnik 

city hall

2

1

2

3

unprofitability of 
polish mines and 
changes in the 
energy sector

3

need for effective 
collaboration

need for effective 
collaboration

need for effective 
collaboration

unprepared 
labour market

cause-effect, 
producing, belonging

promoting, 
support, help

conflict, obstacle, 
hindrance

interconnectedness, 
cooperation

phenomena and attitudes 
suggesting an urgent need 
for a coherent transformation 
strategy and clear strategic 
messages

need for effective 
collaborationReadiness for Transformation –  

Systemic Context → Objective  
and Institutional Aspects

shaping readiness  
“from above”
After seeing the particular key challenges, it is 
time to look closer at the readiness for trans-
formation in the Rybnik community. This page 
presents the “impact from above” on this read-
iness, i.e. forming it by authorities at all levels, 
and major external phenomena, such as the 
labour market. What plays an important role in 
the situation is the need for strategy and stra-
tegic messages, which was a recurring theme in 
discussions between the partners of the “Rybnik 
360” project, with local government representa-
tives, as well as miners and business people.
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rybnik inhabitants' readiness for socio-economic transformation and energy transition

negative emotions 
related to smog

components of silesian 
identity and pride that are 
alternative to the attach-
ment to mining: industrial 

landscape, non-mining 
industry, strong family, 

ethnicity and nationality, 
historical memory

conspiracy 
theories and 

myths surround-
ing smog

social norms 
perception

low futures literacy level, 
fear of finding oneself in 

a new situation

new aspirations: the need 
for well-educated community 

and success stories

the present perceived as unstable 
and temporary, expectations 

for future stability and general 
situation improvement

some district and (post-)mining 
communities not willing to 

participate in affairs concerning 
the city as a whole

poor sense of agency and 
low level of social trust

memory of the 
economic collapse

attachment of some young 
men to the security of employ-

ment after graduating

memories of high social 
status and heroism 
of the profession

attachment to career 
inheritance

placing blame

sense of "silesian injustice"

acceptance of gradual 
phase-out of mining, coming 

to terms with reality

sense of helplessness: 
passively waiting for 

mines' closuredesire to maintain 
work conditions

segmentation of reality: 
coal perceived as "black gold" 
in mines and as dirt at homes

mine as a family

fear of repeating unsuccessful 
scenarios, unemployment 

and impoverishment

science-based 
information 
about smog

unhelpful attitudes: 
egoism, polarization, 

being used to low coal 
prices, expecting someone 
else to solve the problem

helpful attitudes: willin-
gness to hasten the 

improvement, concern for 
the health of relatives

smog

urgent need for a coherent 
transfomation strategy and 

clear strategic messages

residents' attitudes 
towards the past

residents' attitudes 
towards the present

residents' attitudes 
towards the future

residents' attitudes 
towards coal heating

miners' attitudesminers' attitudespostawy górnikówminers' attitudes

phenomena and attitudes 
suggesting an urgent 
need for a coherent 
transformation strategy 
and clear strategic 
messages

interconnectedness, 
cooperation

cause-effect, 
producing, belonging
present

future

promoting, 
support, help
present

future

conflict, obstacle, 
hindrance

present

future

attitudes contributing to 
readiness for transformation

attitudes hindering readiness 
for transformation

shaping readiness  
“from below”
This time the graphic shows how readiness 
for transformation is built “from below”, i.e. 
from the perspective of the emotions and 
attitudes of Rybnik’s residents. We face a 
mixture (as eclectic as people are different 
from one another) of feelings and opin-
ions, some of which are helpful and some 
are rather unfavourable in the transition 
conditions. Those opinions and attitudes 
that show the need for strategy and strate-
gic messages also from citizens have been 
marked – transparent planning of routes 
would include inhabitants in the discussion 
about their destination and reduce the feel-
ing of anxiety or a sense of passive drift. 

Readiness for Transformation –  
Systemic Context → Mentality  
and Identity



Propositions of  
Interventions for Rybnik  
and Their Results

responding to the challenge
It is perfectly possible to ignore one’s problems, or to be worried or frus-
trated about them while not doing much. Challenges, however, are impos-
sible to be indifferent to! Therefore, after analysing the key challenges fac-
ing Rybnik on the road towards its transformation vision, we can proceed to 
analyse proposed interventions addressing these challenges.

where do propositions of interventions  
described in this document come from?
The propositions of the interventions for Rybnik presented on the next page 
were based on discussions with inhabitants and the city authorities; work-
shops with ngos, institutions, companies; as well as on various data from 
expert reports concerning the city and the surrounding region. “Rybnik 
360” project involved analysis and synthesis of the proposals: clarification, 
identification of relationships between the various proposals, merging of 
related proposals, prioritisation, and, finally, composing one portfolio of 
interventions. Apart from discussing advisability of carrying out a given in-
tervention based on its expected effects and the likelihood of obtaining syn-
ergistic effects, the partners have also taken into the account the propor-
tion of input to effects and the possibility of starting actions in the next 
few years mainly by local forces (with the likely use of some external funds).

the community itself intervenes
The intervention suggestions should not be interpreted too narrowly.  
They should rather be seen as a framework within which specific proj-
ects and investments can be planned. No one will come up with better 
ideas for Rybnik than its inhabitants themselves. This is why eit-Climate 
kic in Rybnik mostly offers support with orchestration of activities in the 
intervention framework in close cooperation with the City of Rybnik and 
all relevant stakeholders, who contribute to the future of the city. The 
action itself, however, needs to originate from local businesses, cultural 
institutions, non-governmental organisations, activists, organizers of cul-
tural activities, and educational institutions. Ensuring that the commu-
nity is proactive and responsible for the taken interventions and that 
there is a place for its (your!) creativity is the fundamental principle that 
will prevent alienation and the feeling of being threatened in the face of 
transformation changes.
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more parks, green spaces 
and squares, and smog-

-neutralising trees

development of means of 
commuting alternative to 

cars

attracting renewable 
energy sector

attractive offer for 
jump-starting one's adult 

life after graduating

entrepreneur 
networking platform

research into skills, plans, 
needs, and expectations of 

foreigners in the local 
labour market

innovative and 'agile' 
employment support and 
retraining programmes

powierzchnie biurowe 
klasy premium i prze-

strzenie coworkingowe

laboratory of 
professional skills, 
future of work, and 

local economy

closer cooperation 
between cultural and 

educational institutions, 
law enforcement, and 

district councils

support for cultural 
centres and libraries

information system 
for district events and 

for cultural offer 
consultation

improvement in transpa-
rency and efficacy of 

participatory budgeting

handing agency 
over to citizens

public all-year-round-open 
district spaces dedicated to 

grassroots initiatives, 
intergenerational integra-

tion, and leisure

improvement in communica-
tion between citizens and 

public institutions

→ interventions for everyday life and civic and cultural participation

    sector particularly 
    invited to involvement:

    local government

    ngos, activists, organisers 
    of cultural activities

    business

    scientists and scholars, 
    universities, research institutions

current state:

potential process

ongoing process in need 
of boosting or correcting

consultancy concerning 
financial support tools 

system for thermo-moder-
nisation and for exchan-

ging heat sources

technical consultancy for 
thermo-modernisation 

and heat sources change

adequate financial 
support for households 

giving up fossil fuels
energy cooperatives

change of public attitu-
des due to behavioural 

economics tools

Financial support for 
households affected by 

energy poverty

boosting social resilience 
and perseverance

revitalisation in 
post-mining districts

infrastructural social/cultural

centre for analysis of technologi-
cal and social energy transition 

experience

clean air workshop

→ interventions for clean air

→ interventions for post-mining rybnik

→ interventions for business and labour market

alteration of 
narrative and 

language concer-
ning smog and 

climate changes

broadening 
access to reliable 

information 
about energy 

transition

de-antagonising 
and bringing 

anti-smog 
communities 

together

honest open dialogue on transition, 
based on the principle of reality

Interventions →
A Proposal of Mutually  
Connected Actions

cross-sectoral character  
of the interventions
The graphics, by presenting the proposals for in-
terventions, shows their all-encompassing and 
cross-sectoral character. Cross-sectoral actions are 
essential for a just city transformation. Both efficiency 
and the social aspect suffer if, for example, the lo-
cal authority is not supportive of companies and the 
companies, on the other hand, do not care about their 
influence on the environment, etc. If a mutual agree-
ment is reached, more resources can be obtained, 
knowledge can be shared, sustainable results can be 
achieved and unnecessary duplication of work and 
getting in each other’s way can be avoided.

all-encompassing character  
of the interventions
The all-encompassing character of the interventions 
means that many of them will be beneficial to more 
than one aspect of the city’s life. If you spend a mo-
ment following the arrows on the next page, you will 
see it more clearly. An intervention inspired by one 
need or problem can contribute to meeting another 
need or solving another problem, and ultimately helps 
to achieve the overarching vision objectives (top-right 
corner of the next page).  This is in line with the lever-
age points approach (see page 11).
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Interventions → Cascades of Expected Results and Synergy Between Them
amplification of results:

intermediate results

pivotal synergistic results

final long-term results
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post-mining districts are 
prettier and safer, and 

they are a focus of civic 
and cultural life.

foreigners are better 
integrated into the local 

labour market.

more people change 
from car to bicycle, 

public transport and 
travelling on foot.

local entrepreneurs 
gain a platform for 

networking, exchange, 
and co-operation.

renewable energy 
sector thrives in rybnik.

air in rybnik is 
noticeably cleaner.

quality of living in 
rybnik improves.

more young people settle 
in rybnik or stay there.

rybnik attracts 
investments.

citizens co-create 
the city's transition.

the community has a 
free-of-charge access 
to spaces open all year 
round for meetings and 
grassroots initiatives 

organisation.

tourism and recreation 
in rybnik get a boost.

acute inequalities 
between districts are 

alleviated.

community is even more 
resilient and persevere.

patricipatory budgeting is 
transparent, meets real 
needs, and contibutes to 

the transformation.

there are more green 
spaces in the city centre, 
they are better protec-
ted, and have greater 

functionality.

rybnik's experiences and 
solutions for putting an 

end to coal mining and 
burning are tested, docu-

mented, and shared in 
poland and abroad.

community is aware of 
the transition processes 
ongoing around it, and it 
has reliable knowledge.

communication between 
the city government, 
public institutions, 

citizens and stakehol-
ders is effective and 

based on mutual respect.

cultural centres and 
libraries – in co-opera-

tion with district coun-
cils, educational institu-
tions, and law enforce-

ment – integrate district 
communities.

the amount of hostility 
and stigmatising langu-

age in the discourse 
on coal mining and 

smog is reduced.

termomodernizacja i 
wymiana pieców jest 
dostępna nawet dla 

najuboższych i łatwiejsza 
dla wszystkich.

community feels 
its agency and responsi-

bility for its city 
and district.

new models of vocational 
training, employment 

support, and retraining 
are established.

green economy, silver 
economy, as well as 

health, care and 
assistance services 

sectors create new jobs.

modern services 
gain spaces meeting 

their needs. modern services (it, 
financial services, bpo) 

thrive in rybnik.

economic profile of rybnik 
becomes optimised.

departure from coal 
mining is neither a 

trauma nor a catastro-
phe, but a development 
chance and an empowe-

ring experience.



Creating Benefits  
for the City and  
for Yourself

opportunity for success
The next three pages conclude the substantive part of the document. (However, 
don’t miss the “Invitation for you”, which is even further on.) Their aim of this is to 
present the prospects for the probable successes of Rybnik achieved by its trans-
formation, especially their cause-and-effect interdependence. It can be easily 
noticed that the graphics on pages 18-20 repeat some of the content from page 15 
and some of the content from page 16. The aim of this is to illustrate the relation-
ship between individual interventions (not just abstract intervention groups) and 
the various key synergistic effects that will ensure the realisation of Rybnik 2030 
vision. This way of presentation can help companies, city authorities, non-gov-
ernmental organisations and others to identify the right priorities and seize the 
moment when it is best to become involved in the city’s transformation for the 
benefit of your own organisation.

comprehensive portfolio
The titles of pages 18-20 refer to the problem clusters identified in a portfolio of 
interventions, one of the most important documents developed in 2020 in the 
“Rybnik 360” project: safe future, quality of life and shared knowledge. These 
are highly complex clusters so they require a comprehensive system of interven-
tions rather than separate short-term solutions. Hence the need for a contex-
tual portfolio and its visual mapping, not just another typical report with a list of 
recommendations.

idea of a laboratory and the inherent complexity
There are two facts worth noting in the context of complexity. The first is a pro-
posal of interventions such as a lab, analysis centre, networking platform or work-
shop. To deal with the complexity of an urban system, it is necessary to meet up, 
study important phenomena, exchange knowledge and provide a safe environ-
ment for testing and scaling solutions. It is all about this idea of a laboratory, 
not necessarily about the creation of a specific number of institutions. The second 
fact is the presence of four colours on the left in all three following graphics. It 
means that unless the business sector and the labour market, air quality, cul-
ture and participation, or finally the post-mining perspectives are considered, a 
secure future, quality of life and shared knowledge would be extremely difficult 
to achieve in Rybnik.
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Results → Safe Future:  
Stable Economy and  
Labour Market

more parks, green spaces 
and squares, and smog-

-neutralising trees

development of means of com-
muting alternative to cars

attractive offer for jump-starting 
one's adult life after graduating

entrepreneur networking 
platform

research into skills, plans, 
needs, and expectations of foreigners 

in the local labour market

innovative and 'agile' employment 
support and retraining programmes

premium-class office spaces and 
co-working spaces

laboratory of professional skills, 
future of work, and local economy

social/cultural revitalisation 
in post-mining districts

public all-year-round-open 
district spaces dedicated 
to grassroots initiatives, 

intergenerational integration, 
and leisure

consultancy concerning 
financial support tools 
system for thermo-mo-

dernisation and for 
exchanging heat sources

technical consultancy for 
thermo-modernisation 

and heat sources change

financial support for 
households affected by 

energy poverty

energy cooperatives

attracting renewable 
energy sector

change of public attitu-
des due to behavioural 

economics tools

infrastructural revitali-
sation in post-mining 

districts

adequate financial 
support for households 

giving up fossil fuels

green economy, silver economy, 
as well as health, care and 
assistance services sectors 

create new jobs.

renewable energy sector 
thrives in rybnik.

modern services gain 
spaces meeting their needs.

air in rybnik is 
noticeably cleaner.

rybnik attracts 
investments.

modern services (it, 
financial services, bpo) 

thrive in rybnik.

economic profile of 
rybnik becomes optimised.

new models of vocational 
training, employment support, 
and retraining are established.

more people change 
from car to bicycle, 

public transport and 
travelling on foot.

there are more green spaces 
in the city centre, they are 
better protected and have 

greater functionality.

thermo-modernisation 
and exchange of heat 

sources is accessible even 
for the poorest, and 
facilitated for all.

interventions for business and labour market

interventions for everyday life and civic 
and cultural participation

interventions for clean air

interventions for post-mining rybnik

pivotal synergistic results

cause-effect, producing

interconnectedness, cooperation

tourism and recreation 
in rybnik get a boost.
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development of 
means of commuting 
alternative to cars

adequate financial 
support for households 

giving up fossil fuels

energy cooperatives

financial support for 
households affected by 

energy poverty

more parks, green spaces 
and squares, and smog-

-neutralising trees

infrastructural 
revitalisation in post-

-mining districts

social/cultural 
revitalisation in 

post-mining districts

technical consultancy for 
thermo-modernisation and 

heat sources change

laboratory of 
professional skills, 
future of work, and 

local economy

public all-year-round-open 
district spaces dedicated to 

grassroots initiatives, 
intergenerational integra-

tion, and leisure

consultancy concerning 
financial support tools 

system for thermo-moder-
nisation and for exchan-

ging heat sources

change of public attitu-
des due to behavioural 

economics tools

improvement in transpa-
rency and efficacy of 

participatory budgeting

support for cultural 
centres and libraries

closer cooperation 
between cultural and 

educational institutions, 
law enforcement, and 

district councils

improvement in communica-
tion between citizens and 

public institutions

attracting renewable 
energy sector

renewable energy sector 
thrives in rybnik.

air in rybnik is 
noticeably cleaner.

quality of living in 
rybnik improves.

acute inequalities 
between districts

 are alleviated.

interventions for business and labour market

interventions for everyday life and civic 
and cultural participation

interventions for clean air

interventions for post-mining rybnik

pivotal synergistic results

cause-effect, producing

interconnectedness, cooperation

post-mining districts are 
prettier and safer, and they 

are a focus of civic and 
cultural life.

more people change from 
car to bicycle, public 

transport and travelling 
on foot.

the community has a free-of-
-charge access to spaces open 

all year round for meetings 
and grassroots initiatives 

organisation.

tourism and recreation in 
rybnik get a boost.

patricipatory budgeting is 
transparent, meets real 
needs, and contributes 
to the transformation.

there are more green spaces in 
the city centre, they are 

better protected, and have 
greater functionality.

cultural centres and libraries – 
in co-operation with district coun-

cils, educational institutions, 
and law enforcement – integrate 

district communities.

thermo-modernisation and 
exchange of heat sources is 

accessible even for the poorest, 
and facilitated for all.

Results → Quality of Life
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centre for analysis of 
technological and social 

energy transition 
experience

clean air workshop

laboratory of professional 
skills, future of work, and 

local economy

alteration of narrative 
and language concerning 
smog and climate changes

broadening access to 
reliable information about 

energy transition

de-antagonising and 
bringing anti-smog 

communities together

improvement in communication 
between citizens and 
public institutions

innovative and 'agile' employment 
support and retraining programmes

improvement in transpa-
rency and efficacy of 

participatory budgeting

handing agency 
over to citizens

research into skills, plans, needs, and 
expectations of foreigners in the 

local labour market

entrepreneur 
networking platform

support for cultural 
centres and libraries

closer cooperation between 
cultural and educational 

institutions, law enforcement, 
and district councils

information system for district 
events and for cultural offer 

consultation

public all-year-round-open 
district spaces dedicated 
to grassroots initiatives, 

intergenerational 
integration, and leisure

honest open dialogue on 
transition, based on the 

principle of reality

the community feels its 
agency and resposibility 
for its city and district.

rybnik's experiences and solu-
tions for putting an end to coal 
mining and burning are tested, 

documented, and shared in 
Poland and abroad.

citizens co-create 
their city's transition.

interventions for business and labour market

interventions for everyday life and civic 
and cultural participation

interventions for clean air

interventions for post-mining rybnik

pivotal synergistic results

cause-effect, producing

interconnectedness, cooperation

the amount of hostility and 
stigmatising language in the 
discourse on coal mining and 

smog is reduced.

patricipatory budgeting is 
transparent, meets real 

needs, and contributes to 
the transformation.

foreigners are better 
integrated into the local 

labour market.

local entrepreneurs gain a 
platform for networking, 

exchange, and co-operation.

community is aware of the 
transition processes ongo-

ing around it, and it has 
reliable knowledge.

the community has a free-of-
-charge access to spaces 
open all year round for 

meetings and grassroots 
initiatives organisation.

communication between the 
city government, public insti-

tutions, citizens and stake-
holders is effective and based 

on mutual respect.

cultural centres and libra-
ries – in co-operation with 
district councils, educatio-

nal institutions, and law 
enforcement – integrate 

district communities.

Results → Shared Knowledge 
for Improved Agency



Invitation for you

For up-to-date information and answers to  
any questions you might have, contact Ms. Ewelina Włoch  
from the Development Department of the Rybnik City Hall.

✉ gospodarka@um.rybnik.pl

📞 +48 32 43 92 262

More resources on the website:  

www.rybnik360.eu.

If you...

→ want to contribute to the development of Ryb-
nik, in which the increasing number of business 
opportunities does not conflict with the ambi-
tion to achieve climate neutrality and clear air,

→ share the vision of Rybnik’s community which 
consciously addresses contemporary challeng-
es and promotes its transformational achieve-
ments across Europe,

→ have found yourself (your company’s plans, 
the needs of the neighbourhood you care about, 
the target group of your institution, the mission 
of your ngo) on the pages of this brochure,

→ have ideas, time, useful resources  
or all of the above…

...call or email us and let us know!
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